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The phase diagram and thermodynamic properties of the Hubbard model in one dimen-
sion are calculated numerically within the generalized self-consistent approach over a
wide range of temperature T , magnetic field h, interaction strength U/t and electron
concentration n. The temperature variation of the transverse magnetization, double oc-
cupied sites and chemical potential at various n, U/t and h is also analyzed. The wave
vector q for the magnetic order parameter in the vicinity of the half-filling in the metal-
lic phase shows a crossover from incommensurate magnetic phase (0 < q < π) into the
state with strong antiferromagnetic correlations (q = π) as temperature is increased.
Overall our numerical results in the approximate theory at finite temperatures are in
good quantitative and qualitative agreement with the Bethe-ansatz results.

There are many open questions and unresolved problems with regard to under-

standing of electron correlations and magnetism in half metallic magnets, quasi-1d

magnetic conductors, insulators and superconductors.1–3

Much progress has been achieved in understanding of the ground-state proper-

ties and electron correlations in low-dimensional Hubbard model by comparison of

its predictions in generalized self-consistent field (GSCF) approach with exact di-

agonalization, Bethe-ansatz and quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) calculations.4 It is

common knowledge that mean-field theory produces continuous broken symmetry

ground states, while temperature (Mermin-Wagner theorem) and quantum fluctu-

ations typically prevents the system from forming of the long-range order in one

dimension. However, the approximate GSCF theory even in extreme conditions of

one dimensionality reproduces qualitatively and in some cases quantitatively the

general ground state features of the Hubbard model.4,5 Therefore there is a reason

to hope that, in some circumstances, the short-range correlations within mean-field
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theory can properly capture the thermodynamic properties also at finite tempera-

tures T/t.

In this paper the universal generalized self-consistent field (GSCF) is applied

in one dimension to study the phase diagram and behavior of the transverse mag-

netization and the chemical potential of the Hubbard model with magnetic field

h in wide range of temperature. Our GSCF approach is straightforward extension

of the existing mean-field solutions for incommensurate spiral phase with the wave

number 0 < q < π, for general U/t, h, 0 ≤ n ≤ 1 and all temperatures.6–9

The variation of the order parameter

∆(+)
q ≡ 2U

∑

k

〈c+
q−k↓ck↑〉/Nlatt

versus temperature is shown in Fig. 1 for U/t = 6 and h = 0. At n = 1, the

parameters q = π and ∆
(+)
π is equal to the energy gap. At n 6= 1, there is an

incommensurate phase 0 < q < π (between the triangles in Fig. 1). At small

n we have transverse ferromagnetism (q = 0) with ∆
(+)
q 6= 0. At n 6= 1, ∆

(+)
q

versus T/t shows slightly non-monotonic behavior and vanishes at some critical

temperatures Tc depending on n and h/t. The state with strong antiferromagntic

correlations (q = π) becomes stable in some range of temperatures and magnetic

Fig. 1. The GSCF order parameter ∆
(+)
q /t versus temperature T/t for various n (figures label

the curves) and h/t = 0 and 0.05. In the regions between the triangles 0 < q < π, on the right

hand of these regions q = π. At ∆
(+)
q = 0 wavenumber q is arbitrary.
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Fig. 2. The phase T–h diagram of the one-dimensional Hubbard model. The white area cor-

responds to the normal state with ∆
(+)
q = 0 and q arbitrary. The light shaded area (I) is an

antiferromagnetic state with ∆
(+)
π 6= 0 and q = π. The dark shaded area (II) is a spiral phase

with ∆
(+)
q 6= 0 and 0 < q < π.

field. Away from n = 1 the GSCF theory provides a smooth transition in the

absence and presence of magnetic field h from the incommensurate state with the

order parameter ∆
(+)
q 6= 0, where the wavenumber 0 < q < π into antiferromagnetic

state with q = π.

Figure 2 shows the phase T–h diagram in the presence of magnetic field for

U/t = 4 and n = 0.8. In general, relatively large doping results in a phase diagram

of the metallic state which consists of three different phases. The white area in-

dicates the normal phase with ∆
(+)
q = 0 and arbitrary q. This phase is stable at

relatively large h/t or high temperatures. The separation boundary Tc versus h/t

between the dark and light shaded areas describes the smooth transition from the

normal metallic state into antiferromagnetic phase. There is also a narrow range of

h where incommensurate phase one can reach from the normal phase in strong mag-

netic field by increasing the temperature. Further increase of temperature results

in development of the antiferromagnetic correlations.

We compared the dependence of the GSCF chemical potential µ(+)
versus elec-

tron concentration and the Bethe-ansatz result for fixed U/t and h/t. The GSCF

results qualitatively well reproduce the exact Bethe-ansatz10–12 except in close

vicinity of half-filling. In contrast to the exact theory, the GSCF chemical potential
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Fig. 3. Number of double occupied sites D(+) as a function of T/t for various n and h/t. The
notation is the same as for Fig. 1.

versus n in metallic phase is a non-monotonous function in the ground state and

at very low temperatures. At finite temperatures it becomes monotonous.

In Fig. 3 the variation of double occupied sites D under the variation of temper-

ature is shown for h = 0 and h/t = 0.05. In general D increases with temperature

as in exact theory.

The Hubbard model with U > 0 in the presence of magnetic field h ≥ 0 (s ≥ 0)

can be reinterpreted in terms of the electron-hole pairs for the attractive Hubbard

model, using the exact mapping between the repulsive and attractive Hubbard

models. Earlier we found the stability for inhomogeneous Larkin–Fulde–Ferrel–

Ovchinnikov superconducting phase with finite magnetization s 6= 0 and ∆q 6= 0

and q 6= 0.4 Based on this analogy we have for U > 0 the transition close to the half-

filling case under the variation of n from antiferromagnetic dielectric with q = π

into incommensurate metallic state with q 6= π.

In summary, the GSCF theory in the ground state and at finite temperatures

reproduces qualitatively and sometimes quantitatively the general features of

the Bethe-ansatz solution. The GSCF theory predicts the enhancement of an-

tiferromagnetic correlations with temperature in metallic state and properly

describes observed instability in behavior of µ(+) for PES and ARPES data in

Nd2−xCexCuO4.
13,14
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